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small carrier bracket Small Bracket

This OEM head unit of purity can be changed for a head unit on the market with the speaker output

Dimensions
Installation 2DIN-40mm Width×25mm Height×８５ｍｍDepth Weight:210g Brackets, Adapter

Package Content
Panel Carrier Brackets(4pcs), Large Nut(8),Small Nut(4), L-Screws(2), S-Screws(4), Tapping(6)
Face Trim Frame(1), Antenna adapter extension cable(1), Audio electronic adapter with 
OEM coupler(1)

Mount all components in locations that will not inhibit safe driving or obstruct the motions of the various components 
of the vehilce functions,Be cautious so as not to damage wires,pipng ,tanks and other areas as installed in the 
vehicle. Avoid wet, dusty,or areas of extreme temperatures for installation

Any damages resulting to the automobile of aftermarket audio systems as result of inproper installations or careless
installation prodecres are not covered by any warranty, nor are we responsible for any injuries or damages resulting
from the installation process. Please observe caution when performing installation.

Amplifier Remote Wire

Depending on the manufacturer or
model of the aftermarket radio, the
refernce and names of the Amplifier
Remote Trigger Wire may differ,
Please refer to the instructions as
provided by the respective audio
unit to be installed.

Please make ALL of the following 
connections for proper operation Aftermarket Head Unit

Front Speaker Output

Black/Negative Ground(-)

Red/Ignition Power ACC(+)

Yellow/Battery Constant(+)

Orange/Illumination Dimmer

Blue/Amplifier Remote

Adapter
20Pin Lexus Head Unit
Harness Coupler

Check that all components function as well as electical functions of the vehicle

Check all electrical connections, plug the 
antenna extension cable and
mount the head unit

Mount the SLA-23 audio adapter
in a location clear of other components
inside the center console.

Before mounting the brackets,attach
the Lexus guide hooks as shown using
2 supplied screws.

Guide Hoooks

Attach the head unit assebly in to the face trim frame using the supplied screws

Installation of the aftermarket audio head unit

Attach the supplied carrier main brackets as shown using 3 screw
on each side supplied by the aftermarket head unit

Large Carrier Bracket

The main carrier brackets are
adjustable depending on the
depth or position requirements
of the aftermarket head unit

Installation Manual(1) Warranty Card(1)

From the Lexus heat unit, remove the two guide tabs and the 2 carrier brackets
by removing 2 screws on each tab

These parts will be necessary for the
installation of the aftermarket head unit.

*Note: If the car is equipped with a compass unit, it is located under the air conditoner control unit.
This unit must be removed by unclipping it from the AC controller or relocated for use with 2DIN sized head
unit to clear enough space

Assemble the Lexus carrier Brackets onto the assembly as well as the
supplied small carri

Lexus Carrier Bracket

screw

screw

screw

screw

Remove the two 8mm bolts on each side of the CD 
changer and the entire head unit assembly with CD 
unit will release with 2 clips at the sides. Slowly
guide the entire assembly out of the console

2 hooks

2 bolts

Remove the upper swiuch panel console
by removing 3 screws at the bottom and 
gently releasing the two clips at the sides.

2hooks

3screws

Removal of  the original Lexus head unit
Remove the lower switch panel just
above the shiffer gate panel by 
gently prying on the clips behind
the panel

2hooks on left and right
edges

Always disconnect the negative terminal of the vehicle battery before installation.
Protect all wires that must be located near sharp metal parts of the vehicle.
Check after installation that all vital features such as wipers, lights, brake lamps, etc
are in working order in addition the installed systems.

***Make sure that the original audio head unit and sound systems are in working order.
    This kit is not designed to resolve issues that existed before installation.

Lexus LS430 Installation Manual
Thank you for your purchase of the Beat-Sonic Sound Adapter SLA-23A
Please read the following instructions carefully durning installation and operation

2001~2003Lexus LS430


